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Abstract:  
The safety of the troop in an armored vehicle is paramount. The most 
serious threat to armored vehicles is a buried charge explosion or an 
improvised explosive device. The use of numerical approaches in the 
validation of armored vehicles minimizes the number of prototypes needed 
and speeds up the design process. This research focuses on blast simulation 
utilizing the ConWep (which stands for conventional weapon) method for 
STRENX armor steel used for blast protection in ALM (which stands for anti-
landmine) vehicles. The plate is modeled as a deformable solid with the 
Johnson-Cook plasticity model. In this paper protective plates were 
examined in order to determine which geometry gives the best protective 
conditions for the troop in an armored vehicle. Three different geometries 
were numerically tested, and two of them represent combined geometry. 
The maximal value of the plastic strain and maximal value of the vertical 
displacement of the central node on the protective plate was chosen as the 
parameters to represent the obtained results. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 

When an air blast interacts with structures, it 
creates a pressure wave that deforms them and 
renders them useless. In order to reduce the 
deformation of the vehicle [1], and thus increase 
the safety of the troop in the armored vehicle, it is 
necessary to examine the impact of the blast wave 
on the vehicle and its systems. One of the most 
important systems on the vehicle is a braking 
system. Its main task is to maintain vehicle speed 
and adapt to road conditions [2]. The paper [3] 
represents a validation of the use of numerical 
methods in the designing process of armored 
vehicles because it reduces the number of 
prototypes required and decreases the design time. 

Ballistic materials are used to prevent excessive 
deformations in constructions and vehicles. Steel is 

the most common material used to protect against 
anti-mining. In paper [4], the influence of the blast 
wave of an explosion on laminated and monolithic 
plates was investigated. Material characteristics of 
STRENX700 steel were used as input data for 
numerical analysis. 

The body of a vehicle is clad with armor steel 
plates for blast protection, making it an armored 
vehicle. Explosion protection plates can be of 
different geometries. Some of the geometries used 
are V-shape [5-7], and flat shape [4,5,8]. The paper 
[5] presents the comparisons of the results for 
armored vehicles with a flat hull floor and its 
modified V-hull floor version. For FE models 
creating Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics - Finite 
Element (SPH-FE) combination was used.  

Depending on the protective plate geometry of 
the armored vehicle, the troop suffers different 
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levels of injuries. Different V-hull shapes were used 
to investigate the level of force on the troop [6].  

In order for the armored vehicle to suffer as little 
damage as possible, it is necessary to determine the 
optimal angle of V-shaped protective plates. The 
estimation of impulse and deflection within the 
fracture limits is of paramount importance for troop 
protection [7]. For the purpose of guiding the 
clinical care of explosion victims, in paper [9,10] is 
presented the physics of the vehicle mine blast, the 
likely pathways of injury to troops, and the 
development of countermeasures to limit this 
threat. 

Blast-wave dispersion under the armored 
vehicle with the flat floor anti-mine protection was 
examined in order to determine the magnitude of 
the kinetic energy acting on the armored vehicle 
chassis and the vertical displacement generated by 
energy [8]. 

Research in this paper was conducted in 
accordance with NATO AEP-55 STANAG 4569 
standard - levels 3 and 4 [11]. 

In this paper, the main objective is to determine 
which geometry of the protective plate on the 
armored vehicle, based on the obtained numerical 
results, is the most suitable. The aim is to protect 
troops and armored vehicles from the blast wave 
generated by ALM. 

 
2. FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION  

 
In this paper, an explicit dynamic formulation of 

the finite element equations of structural dynamics 
is used. The equations of equilibrium in the current 
configuration have the following form:  

t t t tM U C U R F+ = −    (1) 

where the following symbols represent: 
tM - constant matrix mass at the moment t , 

tC - damping matrix constant at the moment t , 

U - node velocity vector, 

U - node acceleration vector, 
tR - external force vector at the moment t and 
tF - the nodal force vector at the moment t . 

 
Since the explicit method used by LS-DYNA 

provides fast solutions for short-time, large 
deformation dynamics, quasi-static problems with 
large deformations, multiple non-linearity, and 
complex contact/impact problems, it is used for this 
research. The general simulation in this study is 
done with the arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) 

approach, which entails modeling the explosive 
with the ALE multi-material mesh and modeling 
reinforced anti-mining steel protection for armored 
vehicles with the Lagrangian mesh. 

 
3. MATERIALS AND METHODS  
 

Various materials are used as blast-resistant 
materials. Different types of steel [4, 12-15], 
composite materials [16,17], foams [18], and 
concrete [19] are among the most commonly 
utilized materials. The level of protection and 
weight of each of these materials varies. The weight 
of these materials is very important since it has a 
significant impact on vehicle performance. 

 
3.1 Material model 
 

Armor steels are well established as blast-
resistant materials. For troops and vehicles 
protection four different commercial armour steels 
were experimentally tested in paper [12].  The 
material suffers plastic flow at high strain rates, 
temperature increase, and eventual material 
fracture when the blast wave interacts with the 
structure. The modified Johnson-Cook material 
model is the most widely used in the current 
literature on numerical modeling since it takes 
strain rate, hardening, and temperature effects into 
effect. Eq. 2 provides the model equivalent stress. 
The von Misses tensile flow stress, along with strain 
hardening, strain rate hardening, and thermal 
softening, determine the Johnson-Cook material 
model. 

( ) ( ) ( )* *1 log 1
n m

p

eq eA B C T      = + + +
       

(2) 

where: 
A, B, C, n, and m are material constants that can 

be determined by Johnson and Cook’s 
recommended tests (1985). Split Hopkinson 
Pressure Bar (SHPB) is used as instrumented loading 
device in dynamic fracture experiments. With SHPB 
are determined the most of the parameters needed 
for the Johnson-Cook material model [20]. The first 
component in Equation 2 denotes the contribution 
of equivalent stress from the material's strain-rate 
sensitivity; the second term denotes the effect of 
strain-rate hardening; and the third term denotes 
the effect of temperature softening. As specified in 
Eq. 3, the non-dimensional temperature (T*) is the 
governing term for thermal softening. 
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𝑇∗ = (𝑇 − 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡)/(𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 − 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡) (3) 

Damage initiation in the material is specified by 
the Johnson and Cook Damage Model using Eq. 4. In 
Eq. 4, the first parenthesis indicates the strain to 
fracture, which decreases as hydrostatic stress 
rises, the second parenthesis indicates the impact 
of an increasing strain rate on the ductility of the 
material, and the third parenthesis indicates the 
impact of thermal softening. 

*
3 * *

1 2 4 51 log 1
      = + + +    

D

f eD D e D D T (4) 

where: 

* m

eq





=    (5) 

is the stress-triaxiality ratio.  
 
Due to the availability of pertinent information, 

this study uses the commercially available steel 
known as STRENX700. Table 1 lists the Johnson-
Cook material characteristics for STRENX700. 
Young’s Modulus (E= 228 GPa)  and Poisson’s ratio 
(ν=0.3) of STRENX700 Steel is equivalent to mild 
steel but STRENX700 Steel is much stiffer during 
loading due to higher strength (σy=750 - 800 MPa).  

Table 1. Johnson-Cook material characteristics for 
STRENX700  

Parameters Values 

Density ρ [t/mm3] 7.85E-9 

Young’s Modulus E [MPa] 228368.9 

Poisson’s ratio ν 0.33 

Yield stress A [MPa] 767.38 

Proportionality coefficient B [MPa] 445.13 

Reinforcement exponent n 0.5075 

Strain rate 
Impact parameter 

C 0.0265 

Temperature 
impact parameter 

m 1.354 

Damage parameters 

D1 -0.066 

D2 3.028 

D3 -1.408 

D4 -0.00851 

D5 0.633 

 
3.2 Finite element model  

 
The significance of the geometric shapes of 

protective plates in the reduction of incident waves 
of explosions, i.e. form of additional protection, is 
analyzed in this paper. Also, when the 

characteristics of welded joints [21] are taken into 
consideration, it is possible to analyze much more 
complex geometric shapes of protective plates that 
can be considered as a solution for anti-landmine 
protection. It is also important to note that the 
clearance value is the same for all analysed models. 
The mass of TNT explosives corresponds to levels 3 
and 4 of protection according to the NATO standard 
[11] and their mass is 8 kg and 10 kg. In addition, the 
influence of the mass of the explosive of 12 kg was 
analyzed. The plate thickness of all models is 10 
mm. Based on the CAD model and after creating the 
FEM model in the FEMAP v2021.2 software [22], the 
input file for the LS-DYNA software [23] was 
exported. In LS-DYNA software all other settings 
and preparations of the FEM model for explicit 
dynamic analysis were performed. Details of this 
method implementation and step by step guide for 
blast load analysis are given in papers [24,25]. Pre-
processing and post-processing were performed in 
the FEMAP v2021.2 software package. All plates 
were exposed to a hemispherical incident wave. 
The floor of the vehicle, i.e. the parts of the 
supporting structure are modelled with 3D 
hexahedral eight-noded finite elements, while the 
protective plates are modelled with four-noded 
plate finite elements. The distance between TNT 
and a protective plate in all models was 0.5 m. The 
first FEM model, which represents geometry I – U-
shaped geometry for ALM protection, was modelled 
with 6800 3D hexahedral eight-noded finite 
elements and 7600 four-noded plate elements and 
it is shown in Fig. 1.  

 

 

Fig.1. FEM model 1 – Geometry I – U-shaped geometry 
for ALM protection 

The second FEM model, which represents 
combined geometry II for ALM protection – consists 
of flat and V-shaped geometry. FEM model 2 was 
modeled with 6700 3D hexahedral eight nodes 
finite elements and 7600 four noded plate elements 
and it is shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig.2. FEM model 2 – combined geometry II for ALM 
protection 

The third FEM model, which represents 
combined geometry III for ALM protection – 
consists of V-shaped and flat geometry. FEM model 
3 was modeled with 6700 3D hexahedral eight 
nodes finite elements and 7300 four noded plate 
elements and it is shown in Fig. 3. 

 

Fig.3. FEM model 3 – combined geometry III for ALM 
protection 

A thin plate responds to loading by bending and 
stretching its membrane. The lower plate is 
modeled with four-noded plate elements and the 
blast loading is applied to it.  
Surface-blast produces hemispherical incident 

waves that propagate across the accessible 

medium, whereas air-blast generates spherical 

incident waves. For the purpose of simulating 

pressure waves caused by the explosion of an 

explosive for both air and surface blast, LS-DYNA 

has the ConWep loading model. The loading 

surface's distance from the detonation source and 

the equal amount of TNT for explosive must be 

provided for ConWep. ConWep loading model 

calculates the maximum overpressure, the arrival 

time, the duration of the positive phase, and the 

exponential decay coefficient for both incident 

pressure and reflected waves that originate as a 

result of the explosion of ALMs or IEDs. According 

to Eq.6, incident pressure on a surface can be 

expressed as a function of time, the angle between 

the surface normal, and the vector defined 

by surface and source. 

( ) ( ) ( )

( )( )

2

2

1 cos 2 cos

cos

incident

reflect

P t P t

P t

 



 = + −
 

+

 (6) 

for cos 0  , 

( ) ( )incidentP t P t= for cos 0    (7) 

The simulation was run for 4 milliseconds with 
merged nodes that correspond to the situation 
when an armor steel plate is attached to the 
undercarriage or side of the anti-landmine vehicle. 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
 

The results of explicit dynamic analysis of all 
three FEM models were compared in order to 
determine which geometry is the best to use as 
anti-mining protection. All models were tested with 
a simulated TNT weight of 8, 10, and 12 kg. 

The parameters chosen to compare the 
obtained results of each model individually are the 
maximal value of plastic strain and the maximal 
value of the vertical displacement of the central 
node on the protective plate, which is located on 
the longitudinal plane of symmetry in the direction 
perpendicular to the protective plate. 
 

4.1 Model 1 
 

Fig. 4-6 show the field of distribution of the 
plastic strain on the protective plate for model 1 in 
several views. For this case, the TNT mass of 8 kg 
was approximated. The maximum value of the 
plastic strain is 0.051. 

 

Fig.4. Plate Top/Bot effective plastic strain - model 1 
Top view/TNT 8 kg 

 

Fig.5. Plate Top/Bot effective plastic strain - model 1 
Isometric view/TNT 8 kg 
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Fig.6. Plate Top/Bot effective plastic strain - model 1 
Bottom view/TNT 8 kg 

Fig. 7-9 show the field of distribution of the 
plastic strain on the protective plate for model 1 in 
several views. For this case, the TNT mass of 10 kg 
was approximated. The maximum value of the 
plastic strain is 0.055. 

 

Fig.7. Plate Top/Bot effective plastic strain - model 1 
Top view/TNT 10 kg 

 

Fig.8. Plate Top/Bot effective plastic strain - model 1 
Isometric view/10 kg 

 

Fig.9. Plate Top/Bot effective plastic strain - model 1 
Bottom view/TNT 10 kg 

Fig. 10-12 show the field of distribution of the 
plastic strain on the protective plate for model 1 in 

several views. For this case, the TNT mass of 12 kg 
was approximated. The maximum value of the 
plastic strain is 0.055. 

 

Fig.10. Plate Top/Bot effective plastic strain - model 1 
Top view/TNT 12 kg 

 

Fig.11. Plate Top/Bot effective plastic strain - model 1 
Isometric view/TNT 12 kg 

 

Fig.12. Plate Top/Bot effective plastic strain - model 1 
Bottom view/TNT 12 kg 

Maximal values of the plastic strain in 
dependence of time in elements were chosen as 
parameters to represent the results. For 
comparative analysis the elements in which the 
maximal values of plastic strain were obtained at 
the end of the analysis for load cases of 8 kg, 10 kg, 
and 12 kg of TNT for model 1 are shown in the 
diagram within Fig. 13. In Fig. 13, it can also be seen 
that the mass of TNT of 12 kg generates a higher 
pressure of the impact wave, which leads to an 
earlier start of plastic deformation on the protective 
plate for this type of geometry.  
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Fig.13. Maximal value of the plastic strain – model 1 

The parameter chosen to compare the results 
obtained by each model individually is the vertical 
displacement of the central node on the protective 
plate located on the longitudinal plane symmetry in 
the direction perpendicular to the protective plate. 
The values of the vertical displacement for model 1 
are shown in the diagram within Fig. 14. 

 

Fig.14. Vertical displacement of the central node at the 
longitudinal plane of symmetry of the protective plate – 

model 1 

 
4.2 Model 2 
 

Fig. 15-17 show the field of distribution of the 
plastic strain on the protective plate for model 2 in 
several views. For this case, the TNT mass of 8 kg 
was approximated. The maximum value of the 
plastic strain is 0.101. 

 

Fig.15. Plate Top/Bot effective plastic strain - model 2 
Top view/TNT 8 kg 

 

Fig.16. Plate Top/Bot effective plastic strain - model 2 
Isometric view/TNT 8 kg 

 

Fig.17. Plate Top/Bot effective plastic strain - model 2 
Bottom view/TNT 8 kg 

Fig. 18-20 show the field of distribution of the 
plastic strain on the protective plate for model 2 in 
several views. For this case, the TNT mass of 10 kg 
was approximated. The maximum value of the 
plastic strain is 0.117. 

 

 
Fig.18. Plate Top/Bot effective plastic strain - model 2 

Top view/TNT 10 kg 

 

Fig.19. Plate Top/Bot effective plastic strain - model 2 
Isometric view/TNT 10 kg 
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 Fig.20. Plate Top/Bot effective plastic strain - model 2 
Bottom view/TNT 10 kg 

Fig. 21-23 show the field of distribution of the 
plastic strain on the protective plate for model 2 in 
several views. For this case, the TNT mass of 12 kg 
was approximated. The maximum value of the 
plastic strain is 0.117.  

 

Fig.21. Plate Top/Bot effective plastic strain - model 2 
Top view/TNT 12 kg 

 

Fig.22. Plate Top/Bot effective plastic strain - model 2 
Isometric view/TNT 12 kg 

 

Fig.23. Plate Top/Bot effective plastic strain - model 2 
Bottom view/TNT 12 kg 

Maximal values of the plastic strain in 
dependence of time in elements were chosen as 
parameters to represent the results. For 
comparative analysis the elements in which the 

maximal values of plastic strain were obtained at 
the end of the analysis for load cases of 8 kg, 10 kg, 
and 12 kg of TNT for model 2 are shown in the 
diagram within Fig. 24.  

 

 Fig.24. Maximal value of the plastic strain – model 2 

The parameter chosen to compare the results 
obtained by each model individually is the vertical 
displacement of the central node on the protective 
plate located on the longitudinal plane symmetry in 
the direction perpendicular to the protective plate. 
The values of the vertical displacement for model 2 
are shown in the diagram within Fig. 25. 

 

Fig.25. Vertical displacement of the central node at the 
longitudinal plane of symmetry of the protective plate – 

model 2 
 

4.3 Model 3 
 

Fig. 26-28 show the field of distribution of the 
plastic strain on the protective plate for model 3 in 
several views. For this case, the TNT mass of 8 kg 
was approximated. The maximum value of the 
plastic strain is 0.026.  

 
Fig.26. Plate Top/Bot effective plastic strain - model 3 

Top view/TNT 8 kg 
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Fig.27. Plate Top/Bot effective plastic strain - model 3 
Isometric view/TNT 8 kg 

 

Fig.28. Plate Top/Bot effective plastic strain - model 3 
Bottom view/TNT 8 kg 

Fig. 29-31 show the field of distribution of the 
plastic strain on the protective plate for model 3 in 
several views. For this case, the TNT mass of 10 kg 
was approximated. The maximum value of the 
plastic strain is 0.043.  

 

 

Fig.29. Plate Top/Bot effective plastic strain - model 3 
Top view/TNT 10 kg 

 

Fig.30. Plate Top/Bot effective plastic strain - model 3 
Isometric view/TNT 10 kg 

 
Fig.31. Plate Top/Bot effective plastic strain - model 3 

Bottom view/TNT10 kg 

Fig. 32-34 show the field of distribution of the 
plastic strain on the protective plate for model 3 in 
several views. For this case, the TNT mass of 12 kg 
was approximated. The maximum value of the 
plastic strain is 0.072.  

 

Fig.32. Plate Top/Bot effective plastic strain - model 3 
Top view/TNT 12 kg 

 

Fig.33. Plate Top/Bot effective plastic strain - model 3 
Isometric view/TNT 12 kg 

 

Fig.34. Plate Top/Bot effective plastic strain - model 3 
Bottom view/TNT 12 kg 

Maximal values of the plastic strain in 
dependence of time in elements were chosen as 
parameters to represent the results. For 
comparative analysis the elements in which the 
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maximal values of plastic strain were obtained at 
the end of the analysis for load cases of 8 kg, 10 kg, 
and 12 kg of TNT for model 3 are shown in the 
diagram within Fig. 35. In Fig. 35, it can also be seen 
that the mass of TNT of 10 and 12 kg generates a 
higher pressure of the impact wave, which leads to 
an earlier start of plastic deformation on the 
protective plates for this type of geometry. 

 

Fig. 35. Maximal value of the plastic strain – model 3 

The parameter chosen to compare the results 
obtained by each model individually is the vertical 
displacement of the central node on the protective 
plate located on the longitudinal plane symmetry in 
the direction perpendicular to the protective plate. 
The values of the vertical displacement for model 3 
are shown in the diagram within Fig. 36. 

 

Fig.36. Vertical displacement of the central node at the 
longitudinal plane of symmetry of the protective plate – 

model 3 

5. CONCLUSION 
 
Based on the obtained results it can be 

concluded: 

• In models 1 and 2, with the increase of 
explosive mass, there is an increase in the 
value of plastic strain, with the fact that in 
models with 10 kg and 12 kg of explosive 
mass this value is almost the same. 

• In models 1 and 2, when the mass of the 
explosive is 12 kg, it can be concluded that 
the plastic strain starts earlier, due to the 

higher pressure of the impact wave 
because of the higher mass of the explosive. 

• In model 3, with increasing explosive mass, 
the values of the plastic strain increase. 

• For the load case of 8 kg of TNT mass, in all 
three models, it can be concluded that the 
plastic strain begins in model 2 between 0 
and 0.001 s of the analysis, while in models 
1 and 3 the plastic strain begins between 
0.002 and 0.003 s of the analysis, and the 
plastic strain has the smallest value in 
model 3. 

• For the load case of 10 kg of TNT, in all three 
models, it can be concluded that the plastic 
strain begins in models 2 and 3, between 0 
and 0.001 s of the analysis, while in model 
1 the plastic strain begins between 0.002 
and 0.003 s of the analysis, and the plastic 
strain has the smallest value in model 3. 

• For the load case of 12 kg of TNT, in all three 
models, it can be concluded that the plastic 
strain in the three models begins between 
0 and 0.001 s of the analysis, and the plastic 
strain has the smallest value in model 1. 

• For all three load cases (8 kg, 10 kg, and 
12kg of TNT), model 2 has the highest 
plastic strain. 

• In all models, with increasing explosive 
mass, the vertical displacement of the 
central node on the protective plate 
increases. 

• The largest vertical displacement of the 
central node on the protective plate, i.e. the 
lowest stiffness has a protective plate in 
model 2. 

• The smallest vertical displacement of the 
central node on the protective plate, i.e. the 
highest stiffness has a protective plate in 
model 3. 

• Analyzing all three models, it is concluded 
that the lowest values of plastic strain 
(except for the case when the mass of the 
explosive is 12 kg) and the smallest vertical 
displacement of the central node on the 
protective plate have model 3. For these 
reasons, it is recommended that model 3 be 
used as anti-landmine protection. 

• Designing anti-mining protection should be 
an integral part of the process of designing 
a complete vehicle because in this way a 
more favorable configuration of protection 
can be achieved. 
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• The development of ALM protection on 
already built and operated vehicles, which 
do not have ALM protection, is hampered 
by the requirements of clearance, the 
present geometric restrictions, and the 
existing performance of vehicles that must 
not be endangered. 
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